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I love Turkey Creek Park. I am a park

I ESPECIALLY love a good boardwalk. In

connoisseur, and it meets my every

appreciating a natural environment, one

demand:

of the critical elements is "perspective."
How can you see the same landscape

Gorgeous scenery.

from a different angle? A novel vantage
point?

Accessible (and long enough) walking
trail.

Boardwalks of course!

Birding.

Boardwalks allow an elevated
appreciation of the scenery below, and

A boardwalk.

the wooden steps of Turkey Creek mean

I can easily knit while paying close attention to
the wetland plants and wildlife that surround
me.
The boardwalk at Turkey Creek traces the river,
a unique sand-bottomed creek flowing
perfectly clear through cypress trunks and titi
boughs as it meanders to the Choctawhatchee
Bay. I've actually swam the length of the
boardwalk, but today was way too cold for
anything but walking.
One of my favorite aspects of Turkey Creek
Park actually has nothing to do with the
stunning scenery. Well used, people of all ages,
shapes, stripes, and cultures utilize the
beautiful boardwalk for fun, exercise, quiet
contemplation, and more.

As a greenspace advocate, I know that such
appreciation spurs love for our natural
landscapes. In my view, the more people who
visit Turkey Creek, Florida, the better.
I moved relatively slowly, my sock heel forming
steadily in front of me as I walked in leggings
and sneakers. Nodding and saying hello to those
who passed me, I felt secretly relieved when no
one asked what I was doing. It had been a busy,
tumultuous few weeks, and I enjoyed the quiet
of the woods (minus the military planes
overhead) as much as the next person.
Two miles later, I had turned my heel and began
the full-frontal movement towards the toes of
my new socks.

I don't really have a good reason. I just

On the Needles:
Socks

like knitting on two needles; it's how I
learned, it's comforting, it's easy. I knit
sweaters and hats on two needles too - I
even like sewing up seams!

Is there anything easier to travel with than
a sock project? Even at its longest, even
for the knee-length variety, socks remain
long and thin, curling easily in a bag or a
lap.

For those who are curious, I currently knit
my two-needle socks by altering this easy
pattern from Audrey Ritchie:
https://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/e
asy-two-needle-socks

For the past few months, I've had a sock
project going at all times as I seek to
finish 100 socks in one year.
#OperationSockDrawer here I come!
Unlike most other knitters, I complete my
socks on two needles, sewing up the
seams after binding off at the toe. Why do
I do this?

“One can never have enough socks," said
Dumbledore. "Another Christmas has
come and gone and I didn't get a single
pair. People will insist on giving me
books.”
― J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone

Yarn Spotlight:
Knitty Kitty Bags
It was just another evening. I flopped on the
couch after a long day, kissed my husband
on the cheek, pet the cats, and opened up
my Instagram app to scroll through a few
knitting items for inspiration.
Suddenly, my eyes widened, "I won!!"
My husband had no idea what I was talking
about, but I fist-pumped in excitement. A
few days before I entered a contest on
@knittykittybags page for fingering yarn,
and I had been selected! Not only that, as
my prize she would dye me my OWN fingerweight yarn. WHATEVER color I wanted.
So many choices, how could I pick just one?
But I had recently seen a skein of purple
and white at my color yarn store that
captured my fancy, so I asked tentatively if
white and purple might be possible?
It was not only possible, she dyed it the next
day and shipped me my gorgeous skein,
plus a super cute kitty stitch marker as an
extra bonus! Perhaps the most surprising
aspect of my prize: I found out that my
husband's last name was the very same one
Wendy's - the dyer's - husband has too!
What are the odds?

I've already completed one pair of
socks from my prize yarn, and have
started on a second set. I love how the
yarn curls a bit under my fingers, how
smooth it feels, and of course, the
colors.
In addition to yarn, Knitty Kitty Bags
also sells project bags, lavender
sachets, and more. I'm eyeing some
pink yarn that she naturally dyes for
my next purchase...

“It is pure potential. Every ball or skein
of yarn holds something inside it, and
the great mystery of what that might
be can be almost spiritual.”
― Stephanie Pearl-McPhee

